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SUSE Linux (/ Ëˆ s uË• s É™ / or / Ëˆ s uË• z É™ /; German: ) is a computer operating system.It is built on
top of the open source Linux kernel and is distributed with system and application software from other open
source projects. SUSE Linux is of German origin, basically an acronym of â€œSoftware und
System-Entwicklungâ€• (software and systems development), and was mainly developed in Europe.
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) is a Linux distribution developed by Red Hat and targeted toward the
commercial market. Red Hat Enterprise Linux is released in server versions for x86, x86-64, Itanium,
PowerPC and IBM System z, and desktop versions for x86 and x86-64.All of the Red Hat's official support
and training, together with the Red Hat Certification Program, focuses on the Red Hat ...
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The source for information on Linux/unix Smart Homes
Linux Home Automation
A differenza di altri precedenti fork di Debian, come MEPIS, Xandros, Linspire, Progeny e Libranet che usano
codice proprietario o chiuso in alcune parti, il modello scelto da Ubuntu Ã¨ di usare il piÃ¹ possibile software
libero (per avere esclusivamente software libero esiste un fork non ufficiale chiamato Trisquel GNU/Linux,
supportato dalla Free Software Foundation).
Ubuntu - Wikipedia
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